ALUMNI INTERVIE W PROGRAM

V O LU N T E E R
T R A ININ G
H A N DB O O K

A L U M NI IN T E R V IE W P R O GR A M

WELCOME

W E LC O M E F R O M Y O U R A LU M NI IN T E R V IE W P R O GR A M T E A M
Thank you for serving as an alumni interviewer. Your role as an interviewer is an important
one as you have the opportunity to connect with bright and promising young students while
providing valuable insight to Emory’s admission staff. We appreciate all that you do in helping
to admit and yield the brightest and best to Emory!
All of the sections in the Training Handbook are intended to supplement material covered
in the training videos. Please pay special attention to two sections of this handbook: Best
practices for conducting virtual interviews in section 6, and How do I write effective interview
evaluations? (with samples), in section 9. These sections are not covered by the videos and
are vital to your success. As a reminder, all new interviewers are required to watch the
training videos, read the Training Handbook, and pass a quiz. All returning interviewers
are only required to read the Training Handbook; however, we highly recommend
reviewing the videos as a refresher before interviewing applicants.
Again, thank you for participating in Emory’s Alumni Interview Program and for serving as
both the “eyes and ears” of the Emory and Oxford College Admission team this year.
We are grateful for all you do for Emory and look forward to working with you!
Annie Wells—Associate Director of Alumni Engagement
Maddie Monahan—Associate Dean of Admission

A partnership of the Emory Alumni Association
and the Office of Undergraduate Admission
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SECTION ONE

W H AT I S T H E A L U M NI IN T E R V IE W P R O GR A M ?
P R O GR A M HI S T O R Y
The alumni interview program has grown tremendously over the last 14 years.
We began with a pilot program in the city of Chicago in 2007 and the program
has since expanded to include 50 states, the District of Columbia, England, Turkey,
Brazil, Canada, India and South Korea.

Pilot launches
in Chicago

Milestone of
ten participating
chapters

London becomes first
international chapter
to offer interviews

Marketplace
model launches

2007

2011

2014

2016

2009

Milestone of five
participating
chapters

2012

Coffee shop
model launches

2015

Interview Portal
launches

2017

Expansion to
state model

Expansion to 25
new states and
3 new countries
2018

2019

Entire U.S. and 6
international countries
available for interviews
2020

Expansion to 9
new states and
1 new country
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SECTION TWO

WHY?

W H Y D O E S E M O R Y IN T E R V IE W ?
1. T
 he Emory College and Oxford College Admission staff meet hundreds of interested
students at high schools, college fairs, and on-campus events throughout the year.
However, in many cases, conversations are quick and surface level. Therefore, we’re
relying on YOU to have genuine and thoughtful conversations with applicants to learn
about their personal qualities. These qualities are strong determinants regarding their
potential fit at Emory and play an important role in our holistic review process.

Compassion

Critical Thinking

Humility

Motivation
Civic Mindedness

Character

Sense of Humor

Empathy

Curiosity

Enthusiam
Resilience

Self-Discipline

Flexible Thinking

Creativity

2. Alumni interviews also support yield initiatives to increase the ratio of admitted
to enrolled students. It is not uncommon for students to apply to a number of universities.
Your personal stories about your own Emory experience and the value your Emory
education provides could be a deciding factor for a student.
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SECTION THREE

W H O D O E S E M O R Y IN T E R V IE W ?
1. Students who applied to Emory College, Oxford College, or both colleges

2. Students who have applied via Early Decision I, Early Decision II, or Regular Decision.
Applicants selected by the Undergraduate Office of Admission for interviews will be visible
in your marketplace. Applicants may not request an interview and applicants may decline an
interview without any adverse impact on their application.

A P P L I C AT IO N P L A N S
Early Decision I and II
Binding admission programs—applicants, parents, and guidance counselors sign a contract;
if admitted through Early Decision (ED), students are committing to attend Emory. Typically
just under half of Emory College’s and Oxford College’s freshman classes comprise students
who apply ED. In these programs, students:
• Identified
• May

• Sign

Emory University as their top choice

apply to either Emory College, Oxford College, or both colleges
a binding contract

• Receive

their admission decision earlier—applicants may apply ED to both Emory College
and Oxford College and if admitted to both, they may enroll in the college that is the best
fit for them

Regular Decision
Traditional, nonbinding application plan; this is our most popular application choice.
In this plan:
• Students

are not committed to attend Emory University if accepted.

• Interviews

can serve as a valuable touch point for these students.

APPLICATION PLAN

WHO?

APPLICATION DEADLINE

DECISION NOTIFICATION

Early Decision I

November 1

By December 1

Early Decision II

January 1

By February 1

Regular Decision

January 1

By April 1
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S E C T I O N FO U R

W H AT D O E S E M O R Y E X P E C T F R O M M E ?

IN T E R V IE W E R E X P EC TAT IO N S
• Be

an Emory ambassador.

• Familiarize

yourself with the interview portal as it will be the main hub for all interview
information and resources.

• Add

your local co-chair(s)’ email address to your safe senders to ensure important messages
don’t go to spam.

• Respond

to communications—from the Office of Alumni Engagement, Office of
Undergraduate Admission, local co-chair(s), and students—within 2 to 3 days.

• Keep
• Claim

your local co-chair(s) informed of your status, and reach out with any questions.
only those applicants that you know you can interview in the allotted timeframe.

• Complete

and submit the online evaluation form for every claimed applicant by the
evaluation due date.

• Save

the portal web address to your browser for easy access later
https://admission.emory.edu/portal/alumni

• Refer

the student to the Office of Undergraduate Admission (apply.emory.edu/contact.php)
for follow-up on any questions to which you don’t know the answer.

• And
n

n

perhaps most importantly…
Conduct at least 1 interview throughout the interview season.
Adhere to all deadlines.
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L E A R N T H E IN T E R V IE W
P R O GR A M V O C A B U L A R Y
LANDING PAGE: This is the one-stop

shop for all of your interview needs!
You’ll find all of the training links in case
you need a quick refresher during the
interview season, the link to access the
portal, co-chair information, and much
more.

PORTAL: This is the website for the

alumni interview program. You log in
and access the marketplace here.
MARKETPLACE: This is not the place
where you’ll find your groceries, but the
place you’ll find your applicants! The
marketplace is located inside the portal.
You’ll see a list of available applicants
to interview determined by closest
distance.

BE AWA R E O F K E Y D AT E S
Marketplace will be open from late October to early February.
Pass
Training Quiz
*First Time
Interviewers
Only

Portal
Opens

Claim
Applicant(s)

Invite
Applicant(s)

Interview
Applicants

Complete
Evaluation(s)

Submit
Evaluation(s)

Congratulate
Admitted
Applicants

October–February
• Check
• Pay

back regularly to see if additional applicants are available.

close attention to applicants’ evaluation deadlines when claiming them.

BEC O M E FA MIL I A R W I T H E VA LU AT IO N DE A DL IN E D AT E S
• Evaluation

deadlines are based on admission review schedules, meeting them ensures your
feedback is fully considered in the admission decision.

• Early

submissions are greatly appreciated.

• Submissions

after the deadline will be accepted but may not be wholly taken into account in
the applicant review.

•F
 ailure

to submit an evaluation for a student you interviewed is grounds for dismissal
from the program.

CO-CHAIR: This is your primary point of

contact through the interview season.
This person is an Emory alumnus who
has been selected for this role by the
Alumni Interview Program team. They
have additional responsibilities and are
available to answer your questions. All
co-chairs report to the Office of Alumni
Engagement.

CLAIMING AN APPLICANT: This is

the process by which you select
an applicant in the marketplace to
interview.

C O N GR AT U L AT E A DMI T T E D A P P L I C A N T S
Within a few days after admission decisions are released, we will share news of the applicants
you interviewed who were admitted. We will not share information regarding students who
were deferred (Early Decision), waitlisted (Early Decision II or Regular Decision), or denied.
We encourage you to follow up with any admitted students with a note of congratulations!

C O N GR AT U L AT E E N R O L L E E S
Within a few weeks after the official National College Decision Day (May 1), whereby
students are required to commit to attending a specific college, we will share the news of
any of your interviewees who have decided to enroll at Emory so you may congratulate them.
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SECTION FIVE

HOW?

H O W D O I LO G IN A N D N AV I G AT E T H E IN T E R V IE W P O R TA L ?

• Every

interviewer will have an account in the interview portal and you must log in to view
available applicants in your marketplace.

• Interview

portal accounts will be activated in late October. You will receive an email alerting
you when the portal is available.

• The

alumni interview portal is located at: https://admission.emory.edu/portal/alumni

 View

Video #3 located on the interview landing page for a step-by-step “how-to”
for logging into the interview portal.
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SECTION SIX

HOW?

HOW DO I CLAIM, INVITE, AND SCHEDULE APPLICANTS TO INTERVIEW?
• Your

applicant marketplace will display up to 15 available applicants based on the address
you used to register for the program.

• Applicants

may appear in multiple interviewers’ lists based on their location.

• When

the portal first opens, please only claim one or two students. Applicants will continue
to be added to the portal so be sure to save some applicants for everyone!

• Applicants

will be assigned different evaluation deadlines based on their application plan
i.e. EDI, EDII, RD.

• Applicants

with the earliest evaluation deadlines will be noted in bold in the marketplace.
We encourage you to select these applicants first, if convenient.

• Applicants

are not aware that they have been selected for an interview—please use the
sample invitation email template in the interview portal under the “Resources” tab
to assure applicants of interview legitimacy.

C L A IMIN G A P P L I C A N T S A N D C O N F L I C T S O F IN T E R E S T
• As

a reminder, please do not claim any applicants who may present a potential or
perceived conflict of interest such as:

View Video #4 located on the
interview landing page for a step-bystep “how to” on Claiming Applicants
in the Interview Marketplace.

n

Applicants who attend the same high school as your child.

n

Applicants

n

Applicants

n

Applicants who play on the same athletic team as your child or sibling.

with whom you have a personal relationship, either directly or through
their family.
with whom you know their parents, even as acquaintances, and even if
you don’t know the applicant directly.

• As

a good rule of thumb, if you find yourself wanting to ask if it’s a conflict of interest,
the answer is usually “yes”.
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IN V I T IN G A P P L I C A N T S
Please contact applicants as soon
as you claim them to begin scheduling
your interview, as timelines for
interviews are tight.
Use the sample email template
provided to assure applicants of the
legitimacy of the interview.
Respond back to students who have
accepted your invitation to interview
within 2 days. Students become
anxious if they don’t hear back from
you within a few days.
Applicants may decline to interview
with no adverse impact.

S C H E D U L IN G T H E IN T E R V IE W —
BE S T P R A C T I C E S F O R C O N D U C T IN G IN - P E R S O N IN T E R V IE W S
Note: To protect the health of our volunteers and prospective students, all interviews
for applicants to the Class of 2025 will be conducted virtually.
• Select

a mutually agreed upon location and time.

• Select

a public location; a coffee shop or your workplace conference room work well.

• Consider

public transportation and parking options.

• Weekdays

after school or weekends are preferred. Please note: if you’re meeting at
your office, it should always be a public location and during normal business hours.

• If

you are scheduling back-to-back interviews, allow at least 30 minutes in between the
two so applicants and families are not interacting with each other.

• If

you cannot find a mutually agreeable time to meet, please let the student know that you
will work with your co-chair to find another interviewer for them. You should never have to
interview a student on a holiday.

Please attempt to contact applicants
at least twice, and allow 3-5 days for
a response.
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S C H E D U L IN G T H E IN T E R V IE W —
BE S T P R A C T I C E S F O R C O N D U C T IN G V IR T U A L IN T E R V IE W S
1. Alumni are responsible for scheduling and setting up the virtual interview
2.	Zoom, Skype, or Google Hangouts are the preferred platforms for virtual interviews.
Phone interviews are not allowed
3. Recording interviews is not allowed
4. Interviews should last no more than 45 min.–1 hour (meeting must time out within 1 hour)
5.	Choose an appropriate, well-lit location to conduct the interview. You may not conduct
the interview in your bedroom
6. Choose an appropriate background
7.	Ensure that the camera is at an appropriate angle - camera should be on an even,
flat surface in front of you
8. Dress appropriately: Business Casual or Emory Gear
9. Remain in the same location and do not walk around with camera
10. The interviewer should be the only person in the screen
Please note: If the student is unable
to do an interview, please assure
them that interviews are not required
as a part of the admission process
at Emory and lack of an interview
does not impact their application
in any way.

11.	If the interview connection is lost, it is the responsibility of the interviewer to regain
communication with the applicant to rejoin or reschedule for a later date
12.	Begin the conversation: Put them at ease, exchange pleasantries, confirm that the video
is not being recorded, assure student that if something happens and the connection is
lost, not to worry and that you will reschedule

Please visit alumni.emory.edu/interview for tips on scheduling interviews using Zoom.
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SECTION SE VEN

W H AT M A K E S A N IN T E R V IE W S U C C E SS F U L ?
P R E PA R IN G F O R T H E IN T E R V IE W
• Reflect

on your Emory experience and how the university has continued to play a role in
your life.

• Brush

up on facts about campus through admission brochures, and watch the videos about
the Emory college campus on the Alumni Interview Program landing page.

• Review

the list of sample questions found on the interview landing page and in the interview
portal under the “Resources” tab prior to your interview.

C O N D U C T IN G T H E IN T E R V IE W
• Approach
• Be

the interview conversationally

enthusiastic!

• Invite

the students to ask you questions as well

• Modify

your use of “Emory College” or “Oxford College” appropriately depending on
where the student has applied

• Keep

track of time—most interviews last about 45 minutes to 1 hour—some may be shorter
depending on the student and the conversation. We highly recommend that you do not
exceed a 1-hour interview timeframe

• We

encourage you to wear business casual attire or your Emory gear

• Parents

may accompany their student to the meeting location, but may not participate in
the interview itself. Be courteous to the parents and kindly ask them to wait separately until
the interview is done. It’s fine to answer questions if they have them

• Remember,
• Remember,

•R
 emember,

we don’t prep students on what to wear

you’re not expected to know everything about Emory and Oxford!

they’re 18 years old and this could be their very first interview!
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DI V E R S E B A C KGR O U N D S
As an alumni interviewer, your goal is
to be an ambassador of the university
—holding the dignity and rights of all
persons through fair treatment, honest
dealing, and respect. As you conduct
the interview, ensure the applicant
and their family have a positive and
productive experience in which
they are able to express themselves
authentically.
Avoid discussing potentially sensitive
topics including race, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, religion, politics,
socioeconomic status, veteran status,
and disability. Focus on questions that
identify how the applicant could be a
contributor at Emory!
It is important to remember that you
will be meeting applicants from many
different backgrounds: race, gender,
religion, region, first generation college
students, etc. Emory prides itself on
being open minded, and inclusive and
we expect the same from our alumni
interviewers. Please remember you are
representing Emory at all times.

IN T E R V IE W D O ’ S A N D D O N ’ T S
DO

DON’T

Ask student in-depth
questions

Say anything that could be
considered inappropriate

Invite the student to
ask you questions

Request or accept any application
information (test scores, grades,
resumes, recommendations, etc.)

Be a positive representative
of Emory

Ask the student about political
or religious beliefs

Treat each student with patience,
kindness, and respect

Ask the student about the other
universities they are considering

If the student expresses interest in
athletics, debate, or music, encourage
him or her to contact Emory’s respective
program or their admission counselor

Comment on the evaluation you
plan to submit or predict a student’s
success at Emory College
or Oxford College

In the 2024 admitted class, 110 (out of 195) nations were represented, and 97 different
languages were spoken at home or as a first language.
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S E C T I O N E I GH T

HOW?

HOW DO I ACCESS, COMPLETE, AND SUBMIT THE EVALUATION FORM?
E VA LU AT IO N AT T R IB U T E S
1. Personal Character & Maturity—Gauge the student’s personal spirit, values, and find out
what’s important to them. Is this someone who would make a good roommate? Is this
someone who you would want to be around?
2. Personal Motivation & Commitment—Many of the students you will meet will be highly
self-motivated, but some will be able to articulate it better than others. What gets them
out of bed in the morning? Are they goal-oriented?

3. Intellectual Curiosity—Curiosity comes in many forms. We’re interested in learning more
about their academic curiosity and curiosity about the world. We’ll see evidence of their
academic curiosity in their transcript, teacher recommendation letters, and personal
statements, BUT how are they going to academically engage in our classes and on campus?
View Video #6 located on the
interview landing page for a
step-by-step “how to” on accessing,
completing, and submitting the
evaluation form.

Submit the evaluation within 10 days
of completing the interview to ensure
your feedback is fresh on your mind.
You will be sent a reminder if your
evaluation is not submitted on time.

E VA LU AT IO N R AT IN G S
• For

each category on the evaluation form, you will be asked to rate the applicant on a
scale of 1 to 5 (1–poor, 3–average, 5–outstanding). Use your best judgement in rating each
applicant, but reserve 5’s for truly exceptional students.

• Your

commentary is what helps the admission staff truly learn more about the applicant. The
admission committee never just looks at the rating, and never just looks at the commentary.
Put thought into both so they can best use your evaluation.

E VA LU AT IO N W R I T IN G T IP S
• Use

your commentary to contribute to the holistic view of the applicant.

• Evaluate

each applicant individually.

• Supported
• Don’t
• Don’t

critical comments are as beneficial to the admission committee as positive ones.

predict the admission decision for the applicant.

comment on the applicant’s race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, religion, politics,
socio-economic status, veteran status, or disability

• Evaluation

comments without supporting evidence are unhelpful to the admission
committee. Examples:
n

n

 She’s

a rock star!

Student

would do well at Emory.

n

n

You must admit this student.
Do not admit this student.
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S E C T I O N NIN E

HOW?

H O W D O I W R I T E E F F E C T I V E IN T E R V IE W E VA L U AT I O N S ?
C O M M E N TA R Y K E Y A N D E VA LU AT IO N S A M P L E S
SUBSTANTIVE EVALUATION COMMENTARY—comprehensive and genuine overview of
the student, including specific examples supporting each interview attribute; strong ratings
align with positive commentary; selection committee gained a deeper understanding of the
student, their personality, their love of learning, moral compass and how they would positively
impact the Emory community.
SUBSTANTIVE EVALUATION COMMENTARY with Concerns Noted— comprehensive
overview of the student, including specific examples of concerning issues noted by
interviewer; commentary aligns with lower ratings; selection committee appreciated
thoughtful and honest assessment of problematic themes or comments made during
the interview.
GOOD AND HELPFUL EVALUATION COMMENTARY—solid overview of the student,
using some examples supporting interview attributes; strong ratings align with positive
commentary; selection committee learned more about the student’s character, personality,
and motivation in a broader context.
GOOD COMMENTARY with Concerns Noted—solid overview of the student, using
some examples supporting interview attributes; lower ratings assigned to specific attributes
align with concerns noted in commentary; selection committee gained a balanced view
of the student.
UNHELPFUL EVALUATION COMMENTARY—brief commentary lacks depth, offers
minimal examples, and does not support high ratings; selection committee did not learn
as much about the student, but would have liked to as the student seemed to make a
positive impression on the interviewer.
WEAK EVALUATION COMMENTARY— one to two sentence responses with limited
examples are unacceptable and unhelpful, especially if the interviewer comments are
supportive and ratings are high; if ratings are 5’s, commentary should be much more
substantive; selection committee does not gain much insight into who the student is and
their Emory fit.
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S U B S TA N T I V E
E VA LU AT I O N
C O M M E N TA R Y
—comprehensive and genuine overview
of the student, including specific examples
supporting each interview attribute; strong
ratings align with positive commentary;
selection committee gained a deeper
understanding of the student, their
personality, their love of learning, moral
compass and how they would positively
impact the Emory community.

S A M PLE 1
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 5
**’s interview might have been my most enjoyable
so far! When we initially started he appeared
rather shy, not making as much eye contact,
looking down a bit while he talked and visibly a bit
nervous. However once I heard that he self-taught
his proficiency on an electric guitar and asked him
who his favorite guitarists were, his entire being
just lit up from within and the anxiousness and
shyness just vanished! Music is most definitely his
passion, and not only does he love rock, but he is
also very well versed in the classical genre. Indeed
he said the historical person whom he would
most enjoy meeting is a ** composer who did not
follow the conventional music of the times and
instead wrote very intense unorthodox, patently
unromantic compositions to reflect the revolution
and upheaval that was taking place in Russia. He is
inspired by the courageousness of this composer
(**) because he dared to create outside of societal
mores with conscious disregard. Between **’s
musical passion and talent (piano, guitar and
voice) and his enthusiasm for his advanced
anatomy program, I was in awe of his versatility
and ambition to be well rounded. He realized the

importance of not only being adept at math and
science but also the significance of being able to
write. He shared with me that he has a blog called
** I asked him about the name and he revealed
that when he was very young he **. He has used
this traumatic experience as a creative impetus
for expressing his feelings through poetry. He
gave me the link and after the interview was over
I looked at his work. I was so touched and moved
and followed up with him and told him I think he
should be a songwriter and composer. He quickly
replied that he loved that idea. I felt so rewarded
that perhaps I empowered ** the way he inspired
me!
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 5
** epitomizes perseverance and the overcoming
of obstacles. He said his greatest intellectual
growth has been to improve his academic prowess
in humanities. He admits it has always been a
struggle to understand and interpret literature
but that he is improving. He also is overcoming
his speaking anxiety. He explained that he forces
himself to speak at least once a day, and he has
developed strategies to improve such as taking
more breaths before speaking. Additionally he
enjoys being president of whatever clubs he is
involved in because the leadership role forces him
to have to speak and run meetings. ** understands
they value of community. He was unabashedly
candid about the fact that his high school
campus was not a positive place and was highly
competitive and cutthroat. He lamented that his
community where he lived was not very interactive
and he finds a true sense of community and
support at his local library. He has been involved
as a volunteer for the last few years and indeed
this year he is the lead volunteer. He enjoys being
part of implementing programs for children—
reading time, arts and crafts projects based
upon stories they read and events for seniors
and he so enjoys the spirit of camaraderie within
this small tight knit group. He likes the fact that
these people communicate face to face, and he
abhors social media, as he feels it has a negative

psychological effect, it creates peer pressure and
it minimizes interpersonal relationships.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 5
**’s excitement over his anatomy class and the
entire application process of being selected within
this program is the accomplishment of which he
is most proud. He also finds a lot of satisfaction
in empowering students in their academics and
music as he is an academic tutor and also teaches
piano to two pupils. He seems excited to share
his love of learning with others and enjoys when
he sees the lightbulb of comprehension illuminate
within in his charges. He looks forward to being
a part of Emory's medical program because of
the research opportunities. He would love to be
able to participate in opportunities with the CDC
and the teaching hospitals. He is also fascinated
with Space exploration and if money was limitless
he would donate to NASA which he believes is
underfunded. He absolutely idolizes Elon Musk
because of his vision and the way he thinks
outside the box. As mentioned earlier ** feels a
larger responsibility to help curb reckless behavior
on adolescents by informing them of the health
consequences of this behavior such as vaping,
alcohol and drug consumption and overall health
risks. He hopes that Emory will provide him with a
springboard to be able to achieve that objective.
Overall RATING: 5
I was absolutely enamored with **. He sent me
a follow up thank you email within an hour of
our interview which was impressive. Out of all
the interviews so far this was the most rewarding
because I was able to observe that exact moment
where I tapped into **’s authentic confident
self and watched all the nerves completely
disappear, revealing a very sensitive, kind, keen
and multifaceted and talented young man. I would
absolutely recommend him to Emory. I feel he is
the quintessential example of what it means to
be interdisciplinary with his varied passions for
the sciences, music and the humanities. He is
17

stellar and would be such an asset and welcomed
addition to Emory's multifaceted student body!

S A M PLE 2
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 5
** is an effervescent, outgoing young woman
who made interviewing so easy. The conversation
flowed without having to go to any questionnaires
script—she made it easy to evaluate the
dynamic person she is just by all the topics
she talked about. She spoke about her many
accomplishments very matter of factly, and what
impressed me humble pride about being a first
generation ** American in her family, yet she
has focused her energies into raising money
and implementing plans to improve the school
system in **. She explained that although she
was born here, she spent the first 5 years raised
by her grandmother in ** before coming back
here. She is most appreciative of the education
she has received here and has raised funds at
her present school to sponsor children in **
and make sure they are getting proper school
lunches and school supplies. She has played a
large role with her school's international club of
which she is one of the officers, which focuses
on making the international students who attend
her boarding school feel welcomed and inclusive.
She has encouraged the American students
to participate in events which exposes all the
students to the various cultures through food, art
dance and music. For example she performed a
West African Dance to highlight students from
West Africa, and there were other students who
performed works that were part of their heritages.
She said there needs to be an understanding of
the difference between cultural appreciation vs.
cultural appropriation. When I asked her what she
felt would be a good solution to eliminating or
minimizing the negative implications of cultural
appropriation, she felt that if people were more
respectful of other's cultural forms of dress or
hairstyle and preserved the dignity behind the
fashion this would diffuse the negativity, giving the

example that it is not okay to just show a bunch of
white American models on a runway catwalk with
dread locks, but should also include models of
color or different nationalities. Even when ** spoke
about this, it was not with any tinge of anger or
cynicism, she was merely giving examples, which
I found to be so interesting and engaging. ** just
had such a positive
glow about her. She truly feels grateful for
the education that she has had thus far and hopes
that she can garner a business education to be
able to develop and improve the educational
systems in countries such as her family’s native **.

some type of new coding language and ** came
up with a unique way of making the app work that
was a little unconventional but it worked perfectly
and she ended up getting a perfect score. She
said she enjoys taking the initiative to come up
with new types of solutions such as this. her next
project which she is poised to work on is to create
an app for the campus dining room to allow
students to make more informed and healthy
choices , particularly for students who maybe
vegan or have food sensitivities or allergies. She
said this app is still in the works but wanted to
keep in touch with me to share her progress.

Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 5

Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 5

** strikes a balance between her studies her
extracurriculars and her athletics. She currently
is on the school basketball team this season and
is also an accomplished lacrosse player. She said
juggling all of these commitments has kept her
highly organized and she manages her time by
constantly making To-Do lists of her weekly and
daily tasks. She feels like her school has instilled
effective study habits in the students—for example
8 to 10pm every evening is designated study
time so she feels like she is already ingrained to
continue this routine. She values Emory’s research
opportunities and is especially excited about the
breadth of the business school and the fact that
she can take an interdisciplinary approach to her
business degree. She is particularly interested in
marketing and entrepreneurship and cannot wait
to immerse herself in Emory’s program. She was
very impressed with the information she gleaned
on Emory’s Entrepreneur summit program. She
remarked that she can see herself already there.
This comment was made in such a genuine
enthusiastic way without an ounce of hubris. ** is
used to doing a task and taking ownership of it—
what she likes about her current teachers is that
they provide a little bit of guidance but it is up to
the students to do the research and be resourceful
on their own. One project she was particularly
excited about is her creating a **. The whole class
was given the task of creating the same app using

As stated above, ** loves to find unique ways to
solve problems. Whether it is creating an app
or coming up with a business plan to improve a
school or educational system in another country,
** is hoping Emory will give her the tools to
continue her pursuit of these goals. She hopes
to forge relationships with professors who will
nurture her desire to delve into research on
the business of education which she can use
to benefit others not as fortunate. She is also
passionate about finding a solution to assisting
homeless people. Her mother has always worked
in a homeless shelter and she realizes that not
everyone in there is mentally ill, there are just
some people who have been unfortunate in their
careers and are forced into homelessness. She
is hoping to engage in research to devise better
solutions to combatting this issue. ** is very aware
of the world beyond her microcosm of campus.
Aside from her ties to her family's ** she spent a
month on an exchange program in **. She actually
stayed with two families, one white and the other
black and was able to learn all about the apartheid
from different viewpoints. She learned about a
young student activist who marched into Soweto
to protest the apartheid movement. She said
if she could meet anyone in history it would be
this person because she admired his courage, to
standing up and walking out of school that day,
and making himself heard.
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Overall RATING: 5
** is the most impressive candidate I have
interviewed thus far. Our time together flew by
as she had so much to tell me about her interests
and passions. She described herself as extroverted
when everyone else was quiet and in need of a
leader, but at the same time, if she is in a group
of strong personalities, she can dial it down so as
not to make for a competing voice. She describes
herself of having a maternal way about her and
says her friends lovingly call her the mom of the
group because her first concern is that everyone is
comfortable and doing alright. She enjoys being
a mediator in solving problems for her peers.
Indeed, ** possesses an inquisitive spirit and
enjoys not just finding the solution to an issue, but
equally embraces the process of problem solving.
She can see herself on Emory’s campus and I could
not agree more. She is the type of student that
embodies every mission statement that Emory
stands for.

S U B S TA N T I V E
E VA LU AT I O N
C O M M E N TA R Y W I T H
C O N C E R N S N OT E D
—comprehensive overview of the student,
including specific examples of concerning
issues noted by interviewer; commentary
aligns with lower ratings; selection
committee appreciated thoughtful and
honest assessment of problematic themes
or comments made during the interview.

S A M PLE 1
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 2
** interview was just very average. While she was
polite and pleasant, I did not feel that she gave a
lot of thought to her answers. They were for the
most part, very broad brushstroke responses that
did not show much depth. Even when I followed
up with questions, her explanations were rather
flat. For example, I asked her to describe herself
with 3 adjectives. She said she was caring and I
asked her to give me an example and she said
that she helps take care of her younger brothers
because her parents have medical careers. She
described herself as inquisitive and as an example
she said that when she reads something she is
curious about learning more about the author. I
asked her to give me another example and she
said she had an obsession with learning about
**. I asked her what interesting fact she learned
and she said that it takes a long apprenticeship
for someone to attain the level of being a **. She
is most inspired by her mother who emigrated
from **, went to a high school in a dangerous part
of **, had to take care of her younger siblings
and persevered to become a Doctor. She is also
inspired by a TV actress, ** who uses her platform

to address ** issues, when I asked her to elaborate
she again responded rather broadly stating that
she stood up to controversy. Since ** is interested
in English, she does have a love of reading and her
favorite book is the book thief but when I asked
why, she just did not really articulate a reason, just
repeated that it was a great book. Her reasons
for choosing a liberal arts college were likewise
not very compelling. She just said she wants to
go to a small school similar to what she has in
her high school. As far as her high school which
she describes as competitive, it is somewhat of
a ** magnet school where students are either in
the ** sciences academy, ** or the Arts. She is
in the medical sciences. Since she also seems to
be interested in Psychology I asked her why and
she said she is interested in figuring out how and
why things work. I just did not find that she was
that enthusiastic about the interview or want to
engage to show her best self.
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 2
** did not really display much in the form of
motivation or ambition. Currently she is not
involved in any extracurricular activities. I did
not want to ask why so as to make her feel like
that was a negative. I asked her to tell me about
any extracurriculars she previously was involved
with and she said a ** canned food drive. She
was the Secretary of this club for one year. She
said she does not like taking on leadership roles
generally. I was not going to ask her why but
thought that unusual that one would admit that
in an interview. She said she spends her free time
reading, hanging out with and watching TV. Her
favorite shows are the **, which she says, although
animated, it deals with difficult subject matter.
Her school project for which she is most proud
is her physicals project from last year. Since she
had no engineering interests before this class she
was a little intimidated but with some **and **
she overcame her mental block about physics and
her project actually worked. I asked her about her
time working with ** and she explained this was
a summer internship where she helped ** women
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that were enrolled in a program that educated
them about pregnancy and childcare. I asked her
what she did and she said she sat in on the group
sessions and did intake. Again when I asked her
why she liked the experience she just said she
liked helping the women...nothing too deep once
again.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 2
I honestly did not think ** did any research
about Emory. She had no specific questions or
comments about their programs. I asked her if
she wanted to do research but I do not believe it
would have come up if I had not mentioned. **
thinks the most pressing issue is climate change
but she did not elaborate other than saying we all
need to do our part. When I asked her what she
would do if she could take a gap year she said
she wanted to learn how to exist out in the world
and would take a job doing retail because she felt
that would be challenging since the retail industry
is suffering due to online shopping. I do think
she has an interest in the world beyond her own
community as she said she enjoyed being a part
of helping with a dinner put on for the indigenous
** community and would like to travel to that area
and to ** and learn more about those cultures.
In addition she would like to travel to ** to see
where her grandfather came from.
Overall RATING: 2
** interview was disappointing. I know it’s not
what these students say but how they say it and I
just felt like she had a complete lack of enthusiasm
or spark, not in an intentional way, I just think she
interviewed poorly. Her admission of shying away
from leadership and her inability to show me why
she would want to attend Emory have sadly made
me conclude that she is not a desirable candidate
for admission.

S A M PLE 2
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 2
One of the first things that ** said to me was that
her ** works for Emory and her ** is a student at
Emory. It seemed to me that because of this, she
didn’t take the interview very seriously. Our email
correspondence beforehand was very slow-paced
and informal on her end. She showed up to the
interview in fairly casual attire and greeted me
informally, almost to the point of being rude.
** didn’t ask any questions of me (again, likely
because she has so much family connection
to Emory that she probably thought there was
nothing new I could tell her), which I found
strange for an admissions interview, regardless
of formality. On the other hand, ** was humble
yet thorough in describing her activities and
achievements in high school. She had obviously
conversed about this sort of thing before, and it all
came very easily to her. Some of the more obscure
questions tripped her up a bit, but all of her
answers still seemed very rehearsed, yet honest.
Personal Motivation Commitment RATING: 2
Honestly, I am not really sure what is motivating
** to go to Emory apart from her familial
connections, as everything kept circling back to
that. She was unaware of the liberal arts education
system and still seemed pretty confused by
it after I explained. Her hopes for her college
experience centered around getting into a good
medical school. While this is something that
Emory can obviously provide, I am worried that
the benefits of the liberal arts system would be
lost on anyone with this mindset. The only thing
that I can confidently say ** is committed to
fully on her own is her Track experience and the
potential of continuing it at Emory. Her face lit up
when this came up in the conversations (I was sad
that I couldn’t provide her with more information
about varsity athletics or time management).
Her dedication was blatantly obvious and her
passion was visible. While this may not overwrite

the lack of interest I saw throughout the rest of
the interview, it was good to know that there was
something she could get excited about.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 2
** answers to any questions involving interests
or passions (other than **) seemed pretty surface
level. There didn’t seem to be much deep thinking
happening. Her answers, while seemingly honest,
were not detailed or authentic. Everything
was very ‘cookie-cutter,’ if you please, for an
admissions interview (which I found interesting as
she didn’t treat any other part of our meeting as
such). There was little to no talk about research
opportunities, additional academic engagement,
or developing perspective. ** was passionate
about Emory’s mission of using knowledge to
serve humanity (though I’m not sure she was
aware of that mission) only when discussing her
career goals of becoming a **.
Overall RATING: 2
I found it kind of hard to engage with **. While
I never expected her to take control of the
interview, I did want her to carry on topics further
than my initial questions and perhaps ask me
some questions in return. Overall, she seemed
pretty uninterested in being there. When I asked
why she accepted my invitation to meet, she
mentioned her ** telling her that it would be
a good idea, but there was no mention of her
genuine interest. It seems to me that ** is using
her familial connections to Emory to rake in all the
information that she thinks she needs and doesn’t
believe that someone else can add to or argue
against that information. I don’t think this will help
her in the long run. I also think that it will prevent
her from giving her true self to Emory during her
college experience - she may try to have the same
experience as her sister, or only make choices
to please her **. There didn’t seem to be much
personal motivation or identity in her thoughts
about a future at Emory. I’m not sure how much
help she’ll be in cultivating an environment of
growth at Emory, given this mindset.
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GO O D &
HELPFUL
E VA LU AT I O N
C O M M E N TA R Y
—solid overview of the student, using
some examples supporting interview
attributes; strong ratings align with positive
commentary; selection committee learned
more about the student’s character,
personality, and motivation in a broader
context.

S A M PLE 1
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 5
** is a very mature and personable young man,
very accomplished but humble. He is incredibly
involved as a social justice activist on the local
and national level. He both founded the local
chapter and serves on the ** for the Jane Goodall
Institute: Roots and Shoots; his particular focus is
to raise awareness and funds for greater literacy
in **, which has one of the highest levels of
illiteracy in the country. Similarly, he created the
** Campaign, collecting around 6,000 books,
organizing literary camps and writing workshop,
and creating a free tutoring service. Yet, there
is more. He established the ** Club of **; not
since I moved from ** in 1977 have I heard of
anyone doing the Halloween UNICEF fundraiser.
He also serves on the **. ** goes out of his way
to work on all these humanitarian causes (and
more) because his parents brought him here from
** for his education. He knows that he has had
opportunities others in the US and abroad have
not had; so, he feels he should do something to
help others.

Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 5

Overall RATING: 5

Meeting ** was quite inspiring. One reads
about youth activists like GretaT or the Parkland
survivors- children who don’t just join a club but
help create a movement, establish organizations
with real impact, etc. I feel that ** is on track to
be part of that elite group. Yes, he is a stellar
student enrolled in multiple AP classes, has
been on several state championship robotics
teams, and is a teen advisor (writer/editor) for
Scholastic’s ** Magazine. But, what really sets
him apart is his founding of and participation in
so many social action organizations. That is what
interests him most about Emory, in fact- the very
high level of student participation in volunteerism
(and Volunteer Emory’s ability to help students
connect with Atlanta organizations or create their
own groups. He is looking forward to going to
a liberal arts college to meet new people with a
totally different perspective and to take lots more
courses over different programs in order to push
his out of his boundaries and see/learn different
things.

Notes: I highly recommend ** to Emory, even as
I worry that an Ivy League school will scoop him
up. (His sister goes to **) What sets him apart to
Emory and vice versa is the high level of volunteer
engagement. Founding social justice/humanitarian
groups is his passion, and he has the smarts
and commitment to truly make a difference on
campus, in Metro Atlanta, and beyond.

Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 5
There is no doubt that ** will use whatever
he learns to help humanity. At that moment,
he is thinking about studying political science
(educational policy) and psychology (how children
learn) en route to becoming a teacher. He is
excited by the prospect of doing internships
in nearby schools to Emory so that he can ask
teachers about their best practices. As an aside,
let me note that he is not all study and activism.
What he currently can’t stop talking about is
motorcycles, which he rides with his dad and
alone. He loves the sensation of having to pay
true attention to things, unlike when one is in a
box (car.)

S A M PLE 2
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 5
** is a very mature young man. He expressed his
values to me clearly. He told me a story about
his time in high school when it was the first time
that he was not the racial minority. He recognized
that in this new environment he would be able
to blossom into a better human and learn more
about himself -culturally and personally. ***
saw the opportunity to learn from others and
did whatever he could to do that. *** is quite
an impressive young man and yet very humble
when talking about his accomplishments. He is
very mature and can carry a conversation. He
expressed his interest in making an impact on the
lives of other people, as an Eagle Scout and a life
long volunteer. He hopes to continue that service
mindset at Emory. *** wants to go to Emory
because he recognizes that the environment
can intellectually stimulate him. *** was very
professional in communicating with me, asked
questions tome about Emory, and sent a follow-up
email thanking me.
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 5
** is excited for college. He is ready to go down
a different path than his siblings and make an
impact on Emory. He is most excited about the
freedom Emory will give him to study new things
and meet new people. He is ready to get out
of the suburb bubble and take more risks. ** is
thrilled that Emory has a diverse campus and
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student body. He recognizes that exposure to
diverse people will allow him to develop as a
scholar. More diversity in college- develop as a
person - exposed to ATL and anew city. He is
ready for the achievement mindset. Emory will
allow him the chance to mature, blossom into a
great human being, become more well-versed,
and know a lot of more things. **is very selfdisciplined and accomplishes a lot. He cares a lot
about his success in school, but also his impact on
the world.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 5
** shared a story with me about his business law
class. He is very close to this teacher. She taught
him the mindset that "you have to put the work
in and get it done". She gave him the motivation
to keep learning. Not only did he enjoy the
content, but he also wanted to learn as much as
he could. Her style of teaching taught him about
learning and he was able to apply it to his other
classes. He enjoys the discussion-based classes
where students respect each others’ opinions. He
learned to push himself and listen to other people.
This class also taught him presentation skills and
speaking skills. ** genuinely looks at the World
through the lens of how he can help others. He
started a non-profit to help give water to people
in **. He recognizes how problems impact the
world and affect millions of people in the world.
He wants to be the one to help those people.
Overall RATING: 5
I know that ** would make an amazing Emory
student. He is the kind of person that Emory
needs on the campus. Someone who will put
in as much as he will take as much out of the
Emory experience. His service-oriented values
and genuine intellectual curiosity align with those
of the ideal Emory student. I cannot say enough
positive things about ***. I cannot wait to see what
he accomplishes at Emory!

S A M PLE 3
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 5
** was prompt, warm, and easy to talk with.
We discussed at length how she approached
friendship. The things she values most in her
friends are vulnerability, compassion, and support.
She also talked about how in her first year, she
found herself in a group of friends that didn’t
necessarily support her passions and curiosities.
** shared so candidly how in her second year
she stepped outside herself to find more warm,
welcoming and compassionate friends who
stimulated and challenged her and reflected the
values she herself possessed. It was beautiful to
see how she approached this transition, and how
she planned to also do much of the same with her
college experience.
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 5
We discussed some of the challenges she had
with her high school’s curriculum and how she
often had to go outside the classroom to gain
the experiences she desired. ** is interested in
Journalism and her school only really offered
1 elective in that space, but because she was
interested in news, politics, and the environment.
She found ways to become a contributor to a
community outlet and eventually to the ** times.
With that experience, she was often able to help
her fellow classmates when she did finally take
the journalism elective. Within the classroom,
she positioned herself as a peer leader often
helping with in-class assignments. Knowing how
committed she’s been to challenging herself. I
have no doubts about how self-motivated and
goal-oriented she is.

Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 5
** talked to me about her the classes she
took with her religion professor and how his
philosophical approach to teaching really allowed
her and her fellow classmates to engage in diverse
conversations and to speak freely to gain a better
understanding of the world through their fellow
classmates. Beyond that, she talked with me about
sustainable fashion and how she sees the current
climate change as it related to environmentalism
on both an individual and societal level. She
also asked alot of great questions in general
throughout our conversation together! I could
really tell she was aiming together information
about my experiences and perspectives to
continue to expand her world view.
Overall RATING: 5
Overall, impressed with her thoughtfulness and
candor. The way she was able to genuinely relate
and sustain a conversation was very refreshing.
You could tell she was curious and sharp. We had
conversations about everything from culture, to
school, to friendship. It was quite refreshing to see
a student so eager to learn and grow.
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GO O D
C O M M E N TA R Y
WITH CONCERNS
N OT E D
—solid overview of the student, using some
examples supporting interview attributes;
lower ratings assigned to specific attributes
align with concerns noted in commentary;
selection committee gained a balanced
view of the student.

S A M PLE 1
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 3
Student was not confident when speaking about
her personal or professional life. She seemed
to be seeking my approval instead of knowing
the value of her extracurricular activities. She
was visibly and physically nervous, which is not
unexpected, although I did try to calm her down
by asking about her personal life. She definitely is
an authentic young woman with a kind heart but
her lack of confidence in herself made her unable
to carry on a natural conversation.
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 3
** was definitely motivated by her academics, from
how she spoke of her values it was obvious that
learning and education were her top priorities.
Because she doesn’t truly know what she wants
to do in life she is invested in experiencing a
liberal arts education so she can try to find out
who she really is. When asking her about things
that motivate her or things that she wanted to
change in her community, she was confident about
her answer but couldn’t come up with a way to
address the issue. This resulted in her talking in
circles about ‘changing the world’ without having
any thought about what that means in a tangible

sense. **seemed very much so motivated by
others, which I don’t think is necessarily a bad
thing. She did not come off as competitive but
instead motivated by similar-minded people.
For example, one of her big motivators in going
to college is to be around other people who
truly love learning and who want to change the
world. I told her Emory is an amazing place filled
with brilliant minds and that truly excited her.
When I asked her what gets her out of bed in the
morning she said **and then when I asked her to
expand on that she mentioned that she always
has something planned and she likes having a full
schedule and the fact that people are counting on
her gets her up in the morning.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 2
** talked about loving conflict and mentioned that
her interests are about conflict that US citizens shy
away from—like the nitty gritty of the middle east.
She talked a lot about racial activism although
I did not ask her any political or race-related
questions. She was passionate about her beliefs
that racial injustice is one sided and how there
are certain races that are scared to be themselves
because of the push for everyone to be “politically
correct.” I don’t know if I could confidently say she
was an unorthodox thinker or an ‘outside-of-thebox’ thinker but she definitely had a few things
she was really passionate about. Her passions
revolved around helping people and I think she
does have a heart that wants to use knowledge
for humanity. At one point in the conversation I
told her Emory’s motto, “The wise heart seeks
knowledge,” and how that impacted my Emory
experience and my life as an alumni, it’s something
that I strive to live by every day, and that really
resonated with her as she’d never heard that
motto before.

Overall RATING: 2
** was a bright young woman with such a kind
heart. She would get along with anyone and
would reflect the compassionate heart of Emory
but I don’t know if she’s confident enough in
who she is and what her value is in an academic
community to really thrive at Emory. I don’t doubt
she would be successful because I think she
has a perservering personality but I can see her
struggling with her sense of self and struggling
to find her place in Emory’s bubble that has
thousands of intellectual, competitive, and
curious minds.

S A M PLE 2
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 3
I met with **this morning. The process of setting
up the interview with ** was very easy and she was
very responsive and eager to set up the interview.
I felt that the interview as a little awkward overall.
** answered a lot of questions with very brief
responses and I left with the overall feeling that
** was not enthusiastic or committed to much.
She seemed to lack maturity. For example, when
asked why she wanted to go to Emory, her
response was I want a liberal arts education. She
didn’t expand on that even after I followed up
with questions about what classes she might be
interested in taking in a liberal arts program. Also,
there are many liberal arts schools and her answer
did not really sell me on why Emory was her top
choice. Some of the words I wrote down during
and after the interview were shy, introverted,
immature and unprepared. Although I felt that
** took the interview seriously, the conversation
was somewhat of a chore. I kept trying to draw
out longer and more detailed responses, but was
mostly unable to do so. ** did maintain good eye
contact, but seemed to lack confidence in asking
and answering questions. I asked ** what she was
thinking about as a career, and although she is not
certain what that would be, she did express an
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interesting being a novelist. So I asked questions
around that and she has not done anything to
further that path either in our out of school.
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 3
** seemed most interested in talking about the
extracurricular activities she does at school which
are centered around drama, music and dance.
When I asked her about what shows she has done,
she did list the shows, but offered no further
details. I asked further if she liked to see shows on
Broadway and she did comment on a few but did
not seem overly excited about any of them. When
asked if she wanted to do drama/dance/music at
Emory, she said maybe just as a hobby. The arts
and field hockey seemed to be what **was most
committed to in school. The thing that **got most
excited about was ** - the books and the movies.
She said she enjoyed geeking out about ** and
really enjoyed her trip to ** where she made
many stops related to the series. ** did seem very
committed to Emory, however. She talked about
how she fell in love with the school when she did
a ** program at Emory for 2 weeks. She also got
somewhat animated in discussing her upcoming
school trip to **.

Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 3
** did not really show a lot of intellectual curiosity.
I asked her what classes excited her or made her
nervous for a liberal arts education and she really
didn’t have an answer. She did say she looked
forward to further exploring creative writing. I
asked ** if she kept in touch with what is going
on with the world through the news or TV. Her
response was that she does not much follow
that sort of thing as school keeps her very busy.
Another area that got ** somewhat chatty was
studying abroad. She seemed very interested
in it and excited to see the world. She did not
really have a sense of where should want to go,
but expressed an interest in Spanish speaking
countries. It seemed to me that ** like to stay out
of the fray both intellectually and on a personal
level. When asked about her friends, she said she
would just prefer to stay out of the drama and not
get involved. It seemed like this washer overall
strategy - keep out of the fray.
Overall RATING: 3
Although I am sure that ** is intelligent and would
mature over time, she seems a bit out of her
element talking about the next steps in her life.
She seemed excited about Emory, but concerned
about its distance away from home and just overall
about being away. I have my reservations about
**’s ability to really embrace the Emory lifestyle
and to enhance the overall Emory community.

UNHELPFUL
E VA LU AT I O N
C O M M E N TA R Y
—brief commentary lacks depth, offers
minimal examples, and does not support
high ratings; selection committee did
not learn as much about the student, but
would have liked to as the student seemed
to make a positive impression on the
interviewer.

S A M PLE 1
Personal Character Maturity RATING: 3
** was courteous when responding to my email,
but didn’t seem enthusiastic about the interview
as he explained that he has a busy schedule when
scheduling the interview. However, he was on time
despite the rainy weather, dressed appropriately,
and showed more enthusiasm during our talk.
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 4
** is a very motivated student who has always
wanted to go to Emory. He feels confident that
liberal arts education will suit him well and that he
is excited about the education that Emory offers.
** showed his eagerness about Emory by asking
questions about the school and campus life at the
end of the interview.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 4
** explained why he wanted to double major in
the Finance and Political Science, demonstrating
his passion to use the knowledge to share and
serve humanity.
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Overall RATING: 4
** has his support system as he has his ** at Emory
and his ** who live close to Emory campus.

S A M PLE 2
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 5
** was mature beyond her years. She was humble
and very warm. I learned about her struggle from
the ** to ** to ** with her mom raising she and
her twin sister alone. **is motivate and passionate
about her bright future.
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 5
**has dreamed of Emory since she was in 6th
grade and her friend showed her pictures and
told her about this magical school. ** will pursue
medicine and the opportunity that Emory could
afford her is truly a dream come true.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 5
** not only is a diverse thinker, she is putting
her thinking to actions. She started a recycling
program as well as a club for minority students to
have a voice at her prep school.
Overall RATING: 5
I was wowed by this student. She has
accomplished so much and pushes herself to learn
more academically as well as culturally. She is
passionate about her future dreams and will not
let anyone or anything stop her.

S A M PLE 3

S A M PLE 4

Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 5

Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 5

**and I met at coffee shop. I told her we could
meet at a coffee shop close to her house. She
wrote me back and asked me to confirm the
address to make sure that we had the right one.
She was early. She emailed me before I arrived
and let me know what she was wearing, so I could
find her.

**had incredible confidence, a positive personality,
was very interested in making a difference
and really a great conversationalist. I was
THOROUGHLY impressed and yet she was very
down to earth, open and interested in learning
mindset and very balanced in her discussions.

Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 5
** is very involved with her school, has great
relationships with her teachers, and is a leader.
She is committed to attending Emory. She did a
lot of research deciding on what schools to apply,
and she chose Emory as her top choice.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 5
** is clearly accomplished. She is academically
motivated and she is involved in extra curricular
activities. She is a leader in her school and you can
see why after talking to her for just a few minutes.
She has challenged herself in high school and
plans to challenge herself in college.
Overall RATING: 5
**was easy to talk to and inquisitive. We talked
for almost an hour. I think she will be successful
wherever she attends college, and Emory will be
lucky to have her.

Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 4
** really wants a great well rounded liberal arts
education and is very passionate about making the
world a better place in small and more impactful
ways too.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 5
**really showcased several examples of curiosity
and applying knowledge in a variety of places and
ways ...
Overall RATING: 5
**I have the pleasure of meeting, interviewing and
hopefully hiring many college/MBA graduates.
Rarely have I been as impressed with someone
as I was with **. She had thoughtful criteria for
selecting a school, she used excellent examples
in the points she was making, she has creativity,
passion, executive maturity and is delightful to
have a discussion with regarding a range of topics.
She has courage and conviction and an open
demeanor so her style is engaging.
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W E A K E VA LU AT I O N
C O M M E N TA R Y
—one to two sentence responses with
limited examples are unacceptable and
unhelpful, especially if the interviewer
comments are supportive and ratings are
high; if ratings are 5s, commentary should
be much more substantive; selection
committee does not gain much insight into
who the student is and their Emory fit.

S A M PLE 2
Personal Character Maturity RATING: 2
Narrow focus on self. Good personality but not
as polish as most of the other applicants I have
interviewed. Humble
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 4
Motivated and goal oriented but focus on self.
Excited about liberal art education and wants to
pursue medical school.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 2

S A M PLE 1
Personal Character Maturity RATING: 5
Confident yet humble. Has clear defined goals
and can articulate in details. Independent but
disciplined. Humorous and a joy to interact with.
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 4
Strong sense of service to community and
cultivating team building.

Focus on schoolwork and limited curiosity of the
world around her.
Overall RATING: 2
Excited about Emory and has visited campus
(family in Atlanta) Not intellectually curiosity and
unable to have a broader discussion.

S A M PLE 3
Personal Character Maturity RATING: 4

Eager to learn and asked thoughtful questions
throughout the interview.

** has fought some challenging times: a divorce
and the passing of her stepfather and some health
challenges. She has handled them with grace and
dignity.

Overall RATING: 5

Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 4

Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 5

Applicant has a genuine interest in becoming a
part of the Emory community. She has a unique
experience in social media/communication to offer
and contribute to the diverse experience of her
classmates. She is down to earth and speaks with
confidence.

** has wanted to be a doctor since she was young
and seems driven toward that goal. She loves
mentoring others.

Overall RATING: 4
** was extremely pleasant, articulate, seems
driven. She has not seen the campus yet. I do have
some reservations about her being so far away
from home. I do believe Emory would be a great
match for her academically.

S A M PLE 4
Personal Character & Maturity RATING: 3
** was engaged during the interview, and eager
to talk about the skills she’s developed during her
tenure of President of her ** Youth Organization
Chapter, which is her key extracurricular activity.
Personal Motivation & Commitment RATING: 3
** seems to be focused and directed, and likely
to pursue a major in psychology. Interested to
explore other academic interests at Emory. Also
described her passion for photography and
looking to get involved with the Emory Wheel
publication.
Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 3
She listed community service projects she’s been
involved in as a participant, though not in a
leadership role.
Overall Rating: 3
**is a solid candidate who was able to
communicate thoughtful reasons for applying to
Emory as her Early Decision school.

Intellectual Curiosity RATING: 4
** is striving to learn all that she can and tries to
help others. She was a TA in physics and from her
interview, it appears that her peers look to her for
additional information and support.
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SECTION TEN

WHERE?

W H E R E D O E S M Y E VA L U AT I O N F I T IN ?
Emory’s admission philosophy is to get to know the student as a person. Admission staff
don’t review applications, they review applicants. It is a human and holistic review.

H O L I S T I C A P P L I C AT IO N R E V IE W
Academic Preparation
• Curriculum
• Grades
• Test Scores

Recommendation
Letters/Alumni
Evaluations

Extracurricular
Involvement

Essays

Personal
Attributes

Intellectual
Curiosity and
Engagement

The interview evaluation is an important part of the story behind the numbers and
is a way for staff to get to know the student through your eyes.
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T H E A DMI S S IO N T IM E L IN E F O L LO W S A DI S T IN C T C Y C L E :

JUNE–JULY
PROSPECTING

S E L EC T I V E A DMI S S I O N
R E S U LT S
On average, each applicant goes
through at least 5 rounds of
committee reviews.
All of the students you interviewed
are likely to have been impressive—
that is the nature of the competitive
college admission environment.
However, the reality is that there are
a limited number of spaces available
in the Emory College and Oxford
College incoming classes.
On average, only one in four of these
outstanding applicants is admitted.

MAY
RECRUITMENT
DEPOSIT
DEADLINE

AUGUST–
OCTOBER
RECRUITMENT

NOVEMBER–
MARCH
READING
APPLICATIONS

APRIL
YIELD
LATE MARCH
ALL DECISIONS
RELEASED

Admission Review Process
Applications are reviewed by committees to ensure a diversity of perspectives and a careful
and thoughtful analysis. Each committee reviews every piece of an applicant’s file (including
your interview evaluation).
Admission officers from Emory College and Oxford College complete their review together,
regardless of whether an applicant has applied to one or both schools.

THANK YOU! If you are a first time interviewer, please proceed to take the
mandatory training quiz located on the Alumni Interview Program landing page.
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